Introduction
In this paper we consider the dynamics of polynomial diffeomorphisms of C 2 . The family of polynomial diffeomorphisms / : C 2 -^ C 2 contains the simplest invertible holomorphic transformations with interesting dynamical behavior. Given a dynamical system to investigate, a first problem is the identification of sets of dynamical interest, and when such a set is identified, a second problem is then the description, up to topological equivalence, of the dynamics on this set.
For this class of diffeomorphisms there is a natural candidate for a dynamically significant set, namely the analogue of the Julia set J = Jf C C 2 defined below. We are interested in attacking the problem of finding a topological description of the restriction of / to J. A paradigm for what we would like to achieve is the Douady-Hubbard theory of external rays for polynomial maps of C, which we recall briefly. Douady and Hubbard show that when the Julia set J of a polynomial map / is connected, and / is expanding on J, then the map f\j is semiconjugate to the map z \-> z 6 ' on the unit circle. Furthermore this semiconjugacy can be realized concretely by external rays. An external ray is a gradient curve for the Green function of the complement of the filled Julia set. Douady and Hubbard show that each external ray limits on a well-defined point in the Julia set. It is this "landing map" which provides the semiconjugacy from the space of external rays (which is the circle) to J. This explicit description of maps with expanding connected Julia sets provides a first step in the combinatorial description of parameter space.
Our aim in this paper is to lay the groundwork for a theory of polynomial diffeomorphisms of C 2 analogous to the Douady-Hubbard theory for 1-variable polynomial expanding maps with connected Julia sets. We showed in [BS6] that external rays for polynomial diffeomorphisms can be defined when J is connected. In this paper we make the additional assumption! that / is hyperbolic on J. This condition is analogous to the expanding condition for maps in one variable. In §3 we establish a range of topological conditions equivalent to connectivity. Assuming that J is connected we describe the topology of the space of rays in §4. In §5 we show that the landing map from the space of rays to J is defined, continuous, surjective and bounded-to-one. This allows us to describe J as a quotient of the solenoid under an equivalence relation. In §6 we describe topological conditions that this equivalence relation must satisfy. We also relate the properties of the equivalence relation to the local topology of J and in §7 we identify a finite set of periodic points that play a distinguished role.
To describe the results of this paper more precisely, we will recall some standard terminology and known results. We denote by K^~ /K~ the sets of points in C 2 with bounded forward/backward orbits under /. Let J ± = OK ± and let J = J 4 ' D J~. We refer to J as the Julia set of /. Let U ± = C 2 -K ± . There are real valued functions Gd efined on C 2 which play the role of Green functions. The functions G ± are continuous, non-negative, plurisubharmonic, equal to zero on K ± and pluriharmonic on [/ ± .
The properties of stable and unstable connectivity were defined in [BS6] . Let p be a periodic saddle point, and let W^^p) be its unstable manifold. We say / is unstably connected if W^^p) D K^ has no compact components. It is shown in [BS6] that this definition does not depend on which saddle point p is chosen. Stable connectivity is defined analogously. Let J^ == J~ -K^. When / is unstably connected, J^ has a lamination Ai~ by Riemann surfaces. Furthermore the restriction of G 4 " to a leaf of this lamination is a harmonic function without critical points. An (unstable) external ray is then a gradient curve of the restriction of G^ to a leaf (with respect to some conformal metric on the leaf). We denote by £ the set of external rays. This set inherits a topology from the space J^.
The function detD/ is constant on C 2 . We say that / increases, preserves, or decreases volume, depending on whether |detD/| is greater than, equal to, or less than, one. By replacing f by f~1 if necessary we may assume that / is not volume increasing. This will be a constant assumption throughout this paper. By Corollary 6.3, if J is connected (and hyperbolic as we also constantly suppose), then / cannot preserve volume. In particular, since / does not increase volume, it follows from [BS6, Corollary 7.6 ] that unstable rays are defined exactly when J is connected, and stable rays are never defined.
We will review some results from [BS1] and [BS2] on hyperbolicity. When / restricted to J is hyperbolic, then / is Axiom A. In this case S male's spectral theorem gives a decomposition of the nonwandering set into basic sets. The basic sets are: J, which is the unique (complex) index one basic set, and a finite set of periodic sinks S = {^i,... 5^}. The stable set of J, W^J), is J^ = 9K^~ and the interior of K^ consists of the basins of the sinks. The unstable set of J, TV^J), is J~ -S and the interior of K~ is empty. The sets W 8^^) have dynamically defined Riemann surface laminations, H^, whose leaves consist of stable/unstable manifolds of points. Each leaf of this lamination is conformally equivalent to C. When / is unstably connected, the restriction of the lamination W to J^ is the same as the lamination M~ given in [BS6] .
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As was observed in [H] the function G^ is pluriharmonic on [/ + , and the holomorphic 1-form QG^ defines a holomorphic foliation Q^ on [/ + . In §2 we prove the useful technical result that if / is hyperbolic and unstably connected, then the laminations Q^~ and W fit together continuously, or, more precisely, Q^ U W is a Riemann surface lamination of J^ U [/ + (Proposition 2.7). We note in Appendix A, however, that Q~ and W (the corresponding objects for the inverse diffeomorphism) do not fit together continuously in this case.
When / is hyperbolic, we will sharpen some of the topological criteria for unstable connectivity given in [BS6] . The property of unstable connectivity is defined in terms of slices of K^ by unstable manifolds. We say / is unstably connected when, for any saddle point p, K^ ^{W U (p) has no compact components. In §3, we show that in the hyperbolic case, the property of unstable connectivity is characterized by slices by more general "transversals" (The use of the term transversal is meant to be suggestive. In fact our transversals are very general complex one dimensional submanifolds). A typical result from §3 is that, when / is hyperbolic, / is unstably connected if and only if a transversal slices K^ (locally) into only finitely many components.
We give a second topological characterization of unstable connectivity in the hyperbolic case, we recall the observation of [HOI] that the homology of the set [/ + is independent of the mapping / and is given by H^L^; Z) ^ Z [^] , where d denotes the degree of / (see §1). Note that this homology group is not finitely generated. The condition that the map / be unstably connected can be characterized by the finite generation of the homology of a bounded portion of [/ + . Precisely, / is unstably connected if and only if for every bounded set B C C 2 the image of the inclusion map :Hi(Bn?7+;Z)^Hi([/+;Z)
is finitely generated (Proposition 3.2 and Theorem 3.4). In [BS6] it was shown that the property of unstable connectivity has consequences for the topology of J^. In particular we can construct an abstract "model" for the space J^. We recall some notation. Let E be the complex solenoid, the inverse limit of C* under the map a : z ^-> z' 1 . Let S+ C S denote the inverse limit of the set {z : \z\ > 1} under a, and let Eo C S denote the inverse limit of the set [z : \z\ = 1} under a, which is the (real) solenoid. The shift map a acts on each of these spaces (these are discussed further in §1). We showed in [BS6] that when / is unstably connected there is a semiconjugacy $ between the action of a on S+ and the action of f on J^. In §4 we show that when / is hyperbolic and unstably connected there is a map ^ from S+ to J^ which is in fact a conjugacy. The conjugacy ^ induces a conjugacy between So and the space of external rays £.
In §5 we derive geometric information about unstable manifolds. For every point p € J the stable/unstable manifolds W 8^^) are uniformized by C. This endows the manifolds W 3^^) with affine structures. In §5 we use the work of Ghys [G] to show that for any hyperbolic mapping these affine structures vary continuously with p. The affine structure gives us a tool for proving a John-type condition for the sets W^'^p) D [/ + inside W^^p). This implies (Proposition 5.6 and Corollary 5.13) that when / is unstably connected the sets K^ H W u {p} and J + D W^^p) are connected and locally connected. (For a general unstably connected map we know only that K^ D W^ {p) has no compact components.)
We can use the function G^~ to parametrize external rays. For an external ray 7 € £ and a real number r > 1, let 6^(7) be the point on 7 for which G^ == r. We say that 7 lands 458 E. BEDFORD AND J. SMILLIE if lim^o ^(7) exists; when 7 lands we denote the limit by 6(7). We prove that external rays land at well-defined points of J, and we prove that the landing map 7 i-^ 6(7) is a continuous map from £ to J. We use the John property to show that the landing map is a surjection and finite-to-one, with the number of preimages of a point being uniformly bounded. The existence of the landing map allows us to represent J as a quotient of So by an equivalence relation.
At this stage it is natural to ask what general sort of equivalence relations can arise to give the restriction /|j. In §6 we show that the quotient map ^ : Eo -> J respects local product structures. We give some additional conditions which this quotient must satisfy; these arise from the topological condition that certain subset of J must be contained in sets W^^p) and thus must be planar.
In §7 we consider a special kind of cut point of K ft W", which we call pinch points. It is also shown (Theorem 7.1) that all pinch points of the slices W u H K of the Julia set lie on the stable manifolds of a finite set of "primary" periodic points. In Appendix B we present an example and show how a computer picture may be used to illustrate the results of this paper.
This paper is not the first to make a connection between polynomial diffeomorphisms of C 2 and solenoids. Such a connection first appears in the paper of Hubbard [H] . More recently, Hubbard and Oberste-Vorth [HO VI] have established the existence of a "solenoid at infinity" in connection with a certain compactification of C 2 . By contrast our use of the solenoid is more closely connected with the topology of J. While the solenoid at infinity exists for all parameter values, our "solenoid of external rays" exists only when J is connected. Yet when the solenoid of external rays does exist it seems more directly related to the dynamics of J than does the solenoid at infinity.
Notation and Preliminaries
We consider mappings of the form f = fi o ' ' ' o fm, where fj^^y) = {y^pjW -^jx\ (1.1)
with pj(y) = y^ + 0(?/^~2), and dj > 2. It is a result of [FM] that every polynomial diffeomorphism of C 2 which is not conjugate to a linear map or a shear is conjugate to a map of this form. We let d = d\ -• • dn denote the degree of /.
The iterates of / have the form
The rate of escape to infinity in forward/backward time is given by
The function G^ is continuous and pluri-subharmonic on C 2 . Further, if we let U ± denote the points that escape to infinity in forward/backward time, then U ± = {G ± > 0}, and G^ is pluri-harmonic on U ± . Thus the complex 1-form 9G ± is holomorphic on U ± and defines a plane field which determines a holomorphic foliation Q ± on U ± .
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We define the sets
For R sufficiently large, fV^ C ^+, fV C V U V 4 ', and for any point (x, y) e V~, the orbit ^(x.y) can remain in V~ only for finitely many n > 0. If K ± denotes the points with bounded forward/backward orbits, then 00 00
Laminations of sets occur at various points in our work. Loosely speaking, a lamination C of a set X is a partition of X into subsets which are manifolds, such that the partition is locally trivial. This means that each point has a neighborhood U such that the partition of C\U into components of leaves, or "plaques" is homeomorphic to a product lamination. For further details, see [C] or [MS] .
We collect here some facts which will be useful in §3. Let us set TT^X, y) = y, and then as in [HO VI], let us define an analytic function (^+ on V^ by the formulâ
n-^oo where we take the c^-th root so that (p^(x, y) = ?/+o(l) holds on V^~. It is immediate that + ° / = {^Y and log \^\ = G^ hold on V^~. In particular, any analytic continuation of (^+ is locally constant on the leaves of ^+. Indeed locally the plaques of the foliation Q^ are just the level sets of (^+. In [BS6] we showed that if / is unstably connected, then (^+ has an extension to J^.
We collect some background which will be useful in §4. The complex solenoid E is the inverse limit of C* under the map z \-> z d (A more detailed discussion of the complex solenoid is given in [BS] ). We can realize this explicitly as the set of bi-infinite sequences z = (zj) such that zj e C* and zf = ^+1. The space E has the topology of a closed subset of the bi-infinite product (C*)^ The shift mapping a : E -^ S is defined by setting a(z) = w, where wj = ^+1 = zf. The map a induces a homeomorphism of E.
We define the projection TT : E -^ C* by 7r(z) = ZQ. The set Tr'^w) has the topology of a Cantor set. We define a modulus function on S by \z\ = \^(z)\. We have \a(z)\ = \z\ d . We set So = {z € E : \z\ == 1} and E+ = {z G E : \z\ > 1} . The map a induces homeomorphisms on E+ and on Eo.
The complex solenoid is a topological group under coordinatewise multiplication. The unit element "1" of this group is the element with all coordinates equal to 1. The subset Eo is a subgroup. We let m^ : S -^ S denote the operation of multiplication by s. If s E So, then ms maps E+ to itself. For z e C we define exp(^) G E by defining the n-th coordinate to be [exp(^)]^ = e^. This gives a C-action on the solenoid by C 3 z i-^ mexp(^). For t € R we have exp(%t) e So This gives an R-action on the solenoid by R 3 t ^ mexp(it).
The orbits of the C action on S are the leaves of a lamination of E. This lamination has a dynamical interpretation as the lamination by unstable manifolds of a. The map from 460 E. BEDFORD AND J. SMILLIE C to the orbit of a point w given by z \-> exp(z) ' w induces an affine structure on each leaf. These affine structures on leaves come from an affine lamination on S. The subspace S+ inherits the affine lamination structure from S even though it does not inherit the C action. Each leaf of the lamination of S+ is affinely equivalent to a half-plane.
We use the extension of (^+ to construct a semi-conjugacy from J^ to S+ (cf. [BS6, Theorem 3.2] ). Specifically the map ^ : J+ -^ E+ given by [^(p) ]n = ^(fp) is continuous and satisfies a o <t> = $ o /.
The extension (^+ has the property that ^\M : M -> C -A is a holomorphic covering, for every leaf M of M.~. As in Proposition 2.2 of [BS6] , this may be lifted to a conformal equivalence a : M -^ H to the right half plane H. For each 0 G R, we let re : H -> H be the translation H 3 z H-^ z + 10. We may now define an R-action on J^ by pulling the translation re back to the leaf M. We denote this action by {6,z) ^ exp(i0) ' z. We have exp(%0) o <[> = $ o exp(%0).
Continuity of the Stable Lamination
In this section we show that when / is a hyperbolic and unstably connected map, the leaves of the foliation Q^ of U^ and the stable lamination V^8 of J^ fit together to make a locally trivial lamination of U^ U J^~ (Theorem 2.7). In the process of proving this result, we show that the external rays converge to well defined points of J and that this "landing map" is continuous. We also obtain some results on the interplay between the landing map and the stable manifolds.
We begin with a preliminary result about the landing map. We will investigate the properties of the landing map more fully in §3. Proof. -Since / is hyperbolic, there exist constants C < oo and A < 1 such that IIDr^MI^CA 71 (2.1) for x in a neighborhood of J in J~. By applying the appropriate iterate of the map / and changing the constant we may assume that this holds on J~ H {0 < G^~ < 1}.
Let Q denote the family of arcs 7 obtained by starting at points of J~ D {G^~ =1} and following the gradient line of G + \W U (p) in the direction of decreasing G^~, so that 7 ends at a point of J~ D {G^~ = d~1} (note that these arcs are pieces of external rays, as defined in §3 of [BS6] ). The family Q has the properties:
(i) For every p G J~ n {G 4 ' =1} there is a curve 7 G Q starting at p.
(ii) Every 7 € Q lies inside W u {x) for some x G J. 
that is, 7 starts at a point p e J~ H [G^ =• 1} and ends at a point j?i e J~ n {G^ == d~1}. This is followed by /"^i, where 71 G ^ starts at /pi e J~ H {G^ = 1} and ends at a point p2 ^ J"" H {G^ = d~1}. 4'^ SfiRIE -TOME 32 -1999 -N° 4 POLYNOMIAL DIFFEOMORPHISMS OF C 2 : VII. HYPERBOLICITY AND EXTERNAL RAYS 461
The endpoint map will be defined as e(s) = lim^oo ^n{s), where en(s) is obtained by following the ray 75 to the level {G^ =1} and then following the curve 7 in to the level {G?+ = d~n}. The map en : £ -^ J~ is continuous.
If we set M = max Length(7), (2.2) 7t hen the curves in the family f~nQ all have length no greater than MC^. Thus for n < m
so the eyi converge uniformly, and the limit e: £ -> J exists and is continuous. D
Further properties of the endpoint map will be discussed in §5. Our next objective is to show that the foliation Q^ of [/ + is compatible with the lamination of J^~ by stable manifolds.
It will be useful to set up some of the machinery from the graph transform proof of the stable manifold theorem. At each point p G J we can split the tangent space TpC 2 = E^ (B E 8 This splitting depends continuously on the point p. We can also choose a continuous adapted metric on the tangent spaces E^ and Ep so that Df:E^-> E^r û niformly expands distances and D/ : E 8 -> E 8^ ^ uniformly contracts distances. At each point p e J we choose a coordinate map Op : C 2 -> C 2 . We choose Op to be an affine map which takes 0 to p, takes the rr-axis to E^ and takes the y-axis to Ep. We also require that Op take the standard metrics on the axes to the adapted metrics on the stable and unstable tangent spaces.
Let Be(p) be the image of the set {(x, y) e C 2 : |rr| < e, \y\ < e} under the map Op. A vertical (resp. horizontal) disk in B^p) is a set which can be written as {(T(?/), y) : \y\ < e} (resp. {{x^Y(x)) : \x\ < e}) for some holomorphic map T : [\z\ < e} -> {\z\ < e} 
We will say that a point q G U^ is good with respect to p G J if either d(p, q) > (3 or Gf(q, p) is vertical. We will say that a point q is good if it is good with respect to any p e J with d(p, q) < (3. Lemma 2.5 says that if q is good with respect to some p then /~l(g) is good. Note that a point q can be good "vacuously" if its distance from J is greater than /?. In this case / -l ( (7) need not be good. On the other hand if q is good and d{q,J) < (3 then, by Lemma 2.5, /^(q) is also good. LEMMA 2.6. -There is an N^ such that every q with 0 < G^{q) <, 1/d 1^1 and G-(q) < 1/d^ satisfies d{q,J) < {3.
Proof. -Let V be the set of points within distance (3 of J. The set V U int K^ is an open set containing the compact set K, and K is the set of common zeros of the functions G^ and G~\ so there is some TVi such that the set If we remove the set int K^~ = {q : G^{q) = 0} from the left hand side of the equation, then we have (7)J -n (p)) is vertical and ^(/^((/U" 71^) ) < /?. Choose A^ so that l/d^1 ^ G-^) ^ 1/d^1 and G~(q) < l/d^ implies that q <E (7.
We complete the proof by showing that any q satisfying 0 < G~^~(q) < l/d 1^1^1^2^2 and G~(q) <^ 1/d^ is good. Assume that q satisfies the above conditions. We can write q as /-n ((/) for a unique </ with l/d^1 < G^{q'} <, 1/d^. Noŵ^
Since q' E U there is an integer i and a point p' G J so that f~e{q / ) is good with respect to /-V) and d{f~\q'), f~\p'}) < /?. It follows from Lemma 2.5 that f-^^^q'} is good. Now 0 <, i < N^ and n ^ N^ + 1, so i + 1 satisfies 0 ^ ^ + 1 < n. We observe that for each m with 0 < m < n we have
In particular, d^f'^1^'), J) < /3. It follows that f~{ w \q'} is good. By induction on the size of the exponent m for which /"^(g') is good we see that q = / -n (9 / ) is good as was to be proved. D (p) . The leaves of the restriction of Q^ to V are sets of the form Gf{p^p). It follows from Proposition 2.2 that these sets are vertical disks in Be{p). If we view these vertical disks as graphs of functions in the box B^{p) they constitute a holomorphic motion. It follows from the complex A-Lemma (see [MSS] ) that the restriction of C 8 to V is homeomorphic to a product lamination. D
Remarks. -Related results, which give the conclusion of Proposition 2.7, have been obtained by Pixton [P] and Buzzard [B] . They work, however, under the additional hypothesis that the slice of H^ by a transversal is totally disconnected. In fact, it will be shown in §4 (using Proposition 2.7) that this slice property also holds for our mappings. Choose a reference point p e J. Let q and q' be points in U^ so that q and q' are within distance 6 of p. Assume also that e{q) and e{q') and the tails of external rays through q and q' lie completely within the ball of radius 8 around p. For the next two propositions we will use the term "local leaves" to mean local with respect to the box B^p). Proof. -The external ray through g, et(q), lies on a single unstable manifold. Since the tail of this ray is contained in J?e(p), the external ray lies on a single local unstable manifold. It follows that e(q) lies on the same local unstable manifold. We conclude that q € W^(e(q)). Similarly ^ € W^e^)). Our hypothesis implies W^{e{q)) = W^e^')) so that q and q' both lie on the same local unstable manifold. On the other hand q and g' both belong to the same local leaf of Q^'. It follows from Proposition 2.8 on the uniqueness of intersection points that q = q 1 . n
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-Ifx, y G U^ are sufficiently close and z G U^ is sufficiently close to e{x) then there is a unique w close to z in Gf(z) ^ith e{y) = e(w).

Proof. -Define w = W^e(y))nQf(z). Then e(w) e W^(e{y)) ande(w) G QfW) = Gf(e{x)) = Q^(e(y)). But e{y) G W^{e(y)) H Gf(e(y))
Topological Characterizations
In this Section we give two characterizations of unstable connectivity for mappings which are hyperbolic. The first condition involves slices by transversals, and the second is closely related to the function (^+. In [BS6] it was shown that the property of being unstably connected is characterized by the property that slices of K^~ by unstable manifolds have only noncompact components. Here, in Theorems 3.1 and 3.6 we give conditions for unstable connectivity in terms of slices by more general transversals. Then in Theorem 3.4 we show that for hyperbolic mappings the property of unstable connectivity is characterized by the topology of the intersection of C 2 -AT+ with large balls.
Let us define a transversal T to be the image of the closed unit disk under a continuous map h: D -> C 2 which is holomorphic on the interior. Further, to avoid trivialities assume that T meets J^~ and that T is not contained in K^~.
THEOREM 3.1. -Let f be hyperbolic and unstably disconnected. Then for any transversal T, K^ D T contains uncountable many point components in its interior.
Proof. -We prove this first in a special case. Say T = W^{p) with p e J. Let Td enote the set of points p e J such that the component of p in W(p) n K^ is exactly p. According to Theorem 7.1 of [BS6] for ^-almost every point p' in J the set ^u has full /^+ measure in W u {p t ). The point p is in the support of p, so we can find a p' close to p with this property. The point p' is in the support of ^\W U (p l } so the set W^{p') has positive ^+ measure. The measure /^+ has no atoms so any set of positive measure is uncountable. Thus K^ n W^{p') has uncountably many point components. Using the hyperbolic structure of / the set W^{p') is homeomorphic to a neighborhood of p in W u (p) by means of a homeomorphism that takes K^ n W^p') to K^ D W u {p}. Thus there are uncountably many point components of K^ n W(p) near p.
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Now we consider a general transversal. Since T meets K^~, but also meets the complement of K^~, and since T is connected, T meets J^~. The set J^~ has a lamination by stable manifolds. For q G J"^ H T let Lg be the local stable manifold through 9. Lemma 6.4 of [BLS] implies that the set of points q for which T meets Lq non-transversally is discrete. On the other hand, the potential theory of G^~\T shows that TnJ^ has no isolated points, so we can find a q for which T meets Lq transversally. The condition that T meets Lq transversally is an open condition. Since stable manifolds of periodic saddle points are dense in J^ we may find a periodic point p in J so that W 8 (p) meets T transversally at q G T. For n sufficiently large the dynamical Lambda Lemma gives the existence of a disk
In particular using the hyperbolicity of / there is a neighborhood of ^(q) in ^(D) which is homeomorphic to a neighborhood of p in W^^p) by a homeomorphism that preserves K + . We conclude that ^{D) H .Kĉ ontains uncountably many point components. Since K^~ is invariant, D n ^+ contains uncountably many point components. D
In [BS6] it is shown that the property of unstable connectivity can be determined from the topology of the intersections of K^~ with the unstable manifolds of periodic points. According to Theorems 3.1 and 3.6, when / is hyperbolic we can determine the unstable connectivity of / from the topology of T n K^ for any one-dimensional complex manifold T which meets K^. Now we discuss the analytic continuation of (^+. Since log \^\ == G^~ is pluriharmonic on y"^, we may continue (^+ analytically along any path in [/+ starting in V^. The problem of finding a continuation to a larger set is thus the question of whether this continuation is single-valued. In fact this is a topological problem. The connection between the cohomology class 77 and (^+ comes from the fact that if 7 is a closed curve in U^, then any analytic continuation (p^ of (^+ along 7 satisfies
where 6^ log (^+ denotes the difference between the values of log (^+ at the beginning and end of 7.
There is a relation between holomorphic extensions of (^+ and homology. The form (27^) -l d c G ? + is closed on ?7+ = C 2 -^, so it defines a cohomology class rj e H^L^; R). This class can be evaluated on 7 G Hi^'^Z). We have:
If 7 is a 1-cycle supported on U^, then we may choose n sufficiently large so that 7 C V^. If 7 is an integral 1-cycle, ^^7 is homologous in V~^~ (and thus in U^~) to k[QD}, where D = {0} x {\y\ < 2R}. Clearly k = 0 if and only if 7 ~ 0. Since J^d c G ? + = 27T, we have ^(.f^)) = k. Thus ^(7) = kd^, and sô
is an isomorphism. This topological condition for analytic continuation may also be stated as follows: Proof. -Let us choose e > 0 small enough to have good coordinate boxes B^(p) as in §2, and let c > 0 be small enough for {G^ = c} D J~ to be contained in an e-neighborhood of J. Since / is unstably connected, ^ has an analytic continuation to a neighborhood of J^. And since (^+ is locally constant on the leaves of ^+, there is a 8 > 0 such that for all p e J~ H [G^ = c}, (^+ is constant on Q~^(p}, i.e. on the component of Bs(p} H Qĉ ontaining p. Now choose T] < 6 according to Lemma 2.12, and let
(q)nQf(q). peJ-n{G+=c} qeRo{p)
We claim that we may extend (^+ to J\f by making it constant on the sets B^{q) D Qf{q).
For this definition to be consistent, we need to show that if pi,p'z e J~ H [G^ = c}, and if G^(qi) H Q^{q^ + 0 for some ^ <E ^o(pj), J = 1,2, then y?+(gi) = ^+(^). The function defined this way will be holomorphic, since it is an extension of y?+, and it is clear that it contains an ^-neighborhood of J~ D {G^ < c} inside C 2 -K^.
Let us fix pi,p2 e J~ H {G+ = c}, and points qj G Ro(pj), j = 1,2, with G^(qi) H G^(q2} 7^ 0-Now each ray Ro(pj), j = 1,2, is contained in a local unstable manifold W^(r^). All of the local unstable manifolds near W^(ri) are locally graphs over it. Since the intersection above is nonempty, W^{r^} and W^(r^ come within rj of each other over some point of W^(r-i) D {G^ < c}. We apply the Lambda Lemma [MSS] to conclude that if 77 is sufficiently small, then the portion of the unstable manifold W^(r'z) lying over W^(ri) D [G^ < c} is in fact contained within a ^-neighborhood. It follows that Ro(p2) is contained in Uge^o(pi) B^ n ^e^)' B y the choice of 6, it follows that (Pi) = (^+ (p2)• Finally, since (^+ is a covering, and since the rays are defined by lifting radial lines, it follows that (^(f^) = (^(^e^^" 6^03^. Since the function C?+ is constant on overlapping disks, the values of (^+ agree on the overlapping disks, and the extension of (^+ is well defined. D
The condition that (^+ extends uniformly seems to be an interesting condition in its own right. For the rest of this section we will explore some of its consequences. In particular we will not assume that / is hyperbolic. (2) There exists a neighborhood U of K such that (^+)^ extends analytically to U -Kf or some n.
Proof. -It is obvious that (1) => (2). For the converse, we not that if U is a neighborhood of K, then so is ^U. If ^ is an analytic continuation of ((y^)^ along a path 7 from VÂ to U, then ^ o / -n has an analytic continuation along ^7 from ^V^ to j^V. It follows from the functional equation that ^ o / -n = ey? 4 ' on f^V^, where 6 is a G^th root of unity. Thus e~1^ o / n is an analytic continuation of (^+ along the path /^ so (2) 
Proof. -Let us suppose that (^+ extends analytically to {G~ < c} -K^. Let n be such that ccT 1 > rnaxa G~. Thus (^+ o / n is analytic on {G~ < cd"} -K^ D B -AT+. It follows that, in the notation of (3.1),
for any path 7 C B -jFC"^. Using the isomorphism (3.2), we see that r]i^l^{B -^+; Z) C (^""Z, and so the image of the homology group is generated by d"
71
. Thus (1) =^ (2). Since r = dimHi(P -AT+;R), we have (2) =^ (3). For (3) =^ (4), we may assume without loss of generality that B = /i(A 2 ) is bounded, and let C denote the constant in condition (3). Let g^^y) :== G^(h(xQ^y)) be the function Gp ulled back to the disk {xo} x A. Since g > 0 and {^+ = 0} = An/i" 1^"^, the homology group Hi(fa({a;o} x A) -K^\ Z) is generated by the boundaries of the relatively compact components of {^+ < e}. By the maximum principle, these components are disks. Let u denote such a disk. By (3) Hi(cc; -K^'^) is finite dimensional, so taking e sufficiently small, we have dimHi(c<; -^+; R) = 1, and so by condition (3), we may take 8 = C~1.
The implication (4) =^ (5) is clear; it remains therefore to prove (5) =^ (1). Let us choose m such that ^{l^l < Ri,\y\ = R^} C V^~, and choose n such that d" 71 < 8. Let H denote the subgroup of Hi(C 2 -A^Z) generated by integral 1-cycles in {x = XQ, \y\ < R^} -K^ for |a;o| < PI-By condition (4) and the isomorphism (3.2), we have U C d^Z. For 7 e Hi^^a; = xo,\y\ < R^} -A"+;Z), we have f^-T ^ ^ so 77(7) € d^-^Z. It follows from the topological condition (3.3) for extension that (y^)^ m = (^+ o y^7 71 can be analytically from V^~ along the Riemann surface /^{x = xo,\y\ < R^} for each |a;o| < PI-It follows, then, that (y^)^" has an analytic continuation to ./^{j^l < R\,\y\ < R^}' By Theorem 3.2, (^+ extends uniformly. D
Remark. -If/is hyperbolic, then if follows from Theorem 3.1 that the equivalent conditions of Theorem 3.4 are equivalent to / being unstably connected. In connection with condition (2), we recall that Hubbard and Oberste-Vorth [HOI] have shown that the topological type of C 2 -K^ is the same for all mappings / of the same degree. By Theorem 3.4, the bounded part of the topology of C 2 -K^ determines whether (^+ extends uniformly. The extendability of (^+ can change as parameter values change. Proof. -If/is unstably disconnected then by Theorem 3.1, -RT+ H intT contains uncountably many point components. If / is unstably connected then by Proposition 3.2 the function (^+ extends uniformly so by Theorem 3.4 (3) there are only finitely many components of K^ that do not meet the boundary of T. D
Conjugacy with the Solenoid
In this section we relate the dynamics of / on J^ to the complex solenoid when / is unstably connected. For general hyperbolic unstably connected diffeomorphisms we do not know whether the semiconjugacy $ denned in §3 of [BS6] is in fact a homeomorphism. When <I> is a homeomorphism, then ^ of Theorem 4.1 coincides with <I>~1.
We will use the map ©^ : E -» E, [Q^^]^ = (sn) k which raises each coordinate to the fc-th power. If k and d are relatively prime then Q/e is an finite covering that commutes with the shift. The following result contains Theorem 4.1. The first part of this section will be devoted to proving that the $ is a covering map. The rest of the section is devoted to showing the existence of the function ^ of Theorem 4.3. Proof. -For p and q in J^ we say p ~ q if ^(p) =• ^>{q)' We wish to prove that if p and q are sufficiently close, and if p ~ q, then p = q. To show this, we define a second equivalence relation. If p and q are points in J^, we say p w q if p ~ q and e(p) and e{q) are in the same stable manifold. Suppose that p and q are close and p ~ q. Since $(p) = $(9) we have ^(p) ^ ^(q) so p and q are on the same local G^~ leaf. Now by Proposition 2.9 e(p) and e(q) lie on the same stable manifold so p w q. Thus to prove Proposition 4.4, it suffices to show that if p and q are sufficiently close, and if p w q, then p = q.
The set of points q such that q ~ p is closed because it is the inverse image of a point under the continuous map <I>. It is also bounded because (^+ is constant on the equivalence class. Thus it is compact. We can partition this set into ^ equivalence classes. Let Cp denote the set of q such that q w p. By Proposition 2.9 each of these sets Cp is open in the corresponding ~ equivalence class. In particular there are only finitely many such classes. It follows that each class is also closed and hence compact. Since / contracts stable manifolds we can find an n > 0 such that /^(Cp)) is contained in a single box Bg. In fact for p' sufficiently close to p, /^(Cp/)) will be contained in Bg. It follows from the compactness of £ that the diameters of the images of equivalence classes (measured with respect to the standard metric on C 2 ) is bounded above. Let M denote the supremum of 4^^ SERIE -TOME 32 -1999 -N° 4 POLYNOMIAL DIFFEOMORPHISMS OF C 2 : VII. HYPERBOLICITY AND EXTERNAL RAYS 471 these diameters. Now / n decreases Euclidean distances between points in stable manifolds by a factor of at least c/A 71 where A > 1. Thus diam(r(e(^))) < ^diam(e(^)).
On the other hand the equivalence relation ^ is invariant under / so that /^(Cp)) = e(Cfrzp) so that:
Choosing n large enough so that c/^ < 1 we see that the only possibility is that M = 0, so the image of each equivalence class under e consists of a single point. Now e is locally injective on equivalence classes, by Proposition 2.10, so the ^ equivalence classes are discrete. D For any C G C with |C| > 1, the slice Tr"^^} C S+ is a Cantor set, and all slices are homeomorphic via the holonomy map. Fix Co with |Co| > 1. Let So = 7^~l {Co} C S+ consisting of points with 0-th coordinate equal Co-Let To := ^~l(So) C J+ so that To is'also equal to ((^^(Co). Let^o : To -. So be the restriction of <I> to To.
The map exp(27r%) is a homeomorphism of S which preserves So. Let \ : So -^ So be the restriction map. The corresponding homeomorphism of J^, also denoted by exp(27r%), stablizes To and we denote the restriction to To as ^. The space So together with the action of \ is a well known dynamical system called the d-adic adding machine. The action of ^ on So is minimal, which means that the only closed invariant sets are the empty set and all of So. Proof. -Recall that <I>o is a local homeomorphism at p if there is a neighborhood U of p in To so that the restriction of <I>o to U is a homeomorphism onto an open set in So. Since $o is locally injective, to show that $o is a local homeomorphism at a point p it suffices to check the local homeomorphism property on a neighborhood V of p on which ^o is injective.
The set of points p where <&o is a local homeomorphism is open. It is also invariant under ^, where \ is the mapping induced on J_p. To see this note that if $o = X ° ^o ° X~1 is a local homeomorphism at p, then since ^ and \ are homeomorphisms, <&o is a local homeomorphism at ^(p).
Let T' be the subset of To on which <S>o is not a local homeomorphism. The set T' is closed and invariant. Let S' be the set ^(T'). The set 5" is closed and invariant.
We will show that 5" is a proper subset of SQ. Cover To by compact sets ATi,..., Kn on which $o is injective. Then S" = |j^=i ^{T' H Kj\ Each set $o(T' H A^) is closed. Since $o is not a local homeomorphism on T' the set ^(T' H Kj) does not contain a neighborhood of any of its points; thus <I>o(T' D Kj) is nowhere dense. Since S" is a finite union of closed nowhere dense sets it is meager in the sense of Baire category. Now 5o is a compact metric space, so by the Baire category theorem, 5" is not all of So.
Since 5" is a proper closed ^-invariant subset of 5o, and \ is minimal, we conclude that 5" == 0. Thus T' is empty and $o is a local homeomorphism at every point. The map ^o is proper and a local homeomorphism, so it is a covering map.
Since To is compact, the covering degree at each point is finite. Viewed as a function of p the covering degree is continuous. Since this covering degree is invariant under ^ it is constant. D
Proof of Theorem 4.3, part (1). -The fact that $ is a covering map follows from the previous proposition and the fact that it is a bijection when restricted to leaves. Let U C C -A be simply connected and contain Co. Then ((y^)" 1^) has the structure of a product 60 x U. If V C So is evenly covered under <l>o, then the set V x U is evenly covered by $. The space S+ is covered by open sets of this form. D
If the space S+ were topologically well behaved it would be possible to appeal to the Galois correspondence between covering spaces and subgroups of the fundamental group to analyze topological type of J^. In fact S+ is neither locally connected nor path connected. Nevertheless we will analyze the possible finite degree covering spaces of E-p We will see in fact that S+ has the property that every connected finite degree covering space is homeomorphic to S+. In this respect S+ is like the circle.
For n > 0 we let ^ be the partition of So into classes so that s and t are in the same class if s-n = t-n-We note that (1) exp(27r%r)(P) n P / 0.
(2) exp(27r%r)(P) = P.
Proof. -If (1) holds there is some point s G P so that exp(27rir)s G P. The P equivalence class of a point is determined by the (-n)-th coordinate of the point, so s e P and exp(27rir)s G P have the same (-n)-th component. Now exp(27r%r) acts on the (-n)-th coordinate of points in the solenoid by multiplication by e 27^/^. We conclude that e 2^7^ = 1. So r € ^Z. Conversely if r <E c^Z then (2) and (3) follow. D Let P" be the pullback of the partition V n to To. That is to say two elements of To are in the same P 71 class if their images under $o are in the same P" class. Proof. -Let D be the minimum distance between points p and p' such that
Choose n sufficiently large so that (a) each P 71 equivalence class P in So is evenly covered by m homeomorphic sets Qi,..., Qm and (b) each Qj has diameter less than 6. Let Qb e the partition of To into the md 71 sets Qj.
Assertions (1) and (2) are true by construction. We will show (3). Consider a Qê quivalence class Q. $o(Q) 1 s a ^n equivalence class which we call P. If p and q are points in Q and \(p) and \{q) lie in distinct Q^ equivalence classes then there is a point p\ in the same Q^ equivalence class as ^(9), having the property that ^o(
On the other hand since d{p, q) < 8 we have d{\{p), x(o)) < D/3. We conclude from this contradiction that \(p) and \{q) are in the same Q^ equivalence class. D
We fix this value of n for the rest of the section, and we write P n , V^ and Q^ simply as P, P, and Q. Now \ cyclically permutes the P equivalence classes, and •^d n stabilizes each P equivalence class. So ^d n stabilizes each P equivalence classes. Each P equivalence class P consists of m Q equivalence classes Qi,..., Qm, which are permuted by ^d n .
LEMMA 4.8. -The action of^ on P = Qi U ... U Qm is minimal.
Proof. -It follows from [BS6, Theorem 2.1 (5)] that each leaf of the unstable lamination of J^ is dense in J^ (That is to say the unstable lamination is minimal). Say p G J+ then the intersection of the leaf through p with To is the \ orbit of p. Since each leaf is dense for any point q € P there is a sequence of points pj -» q with pj in the leaf of p. The local triviality of the lamination implies that there is a sequence p^ -> q with pj ^ P. Proof. -For j > k define Sj = s^~\ Since tj = ^J -fc it follows that ^ = tj. Now assume that sj is defined. In order to define ,^_i we need to find a simultaneous solution to ^_i = Sj and s^_^ = ^_i, given that ^ = tj = ^_p Choose a root w of the equation Z^ = tj. If C is a d£-\h root of unity then (w is another solution of Z^ = tj. In this way we can identify the set of solutions of the equation Z^ = tj with the group of dC-th roots of unity. Now ( d is a solution of the equation Z^ = tj. Using this particular solution we can identify the set of solutions to Z i = tj with the group of i-\h roots of unity.
Similarly ^ is a solution of ^d = tj. Using this particular solution we can identify the set of solutions of Z^ = tj with the group of d-th roots of unity.
To solve our original equations we need to find a d£-th root of unity with appropriate images under the d-th power map and the i-\h power map. If we write our groups additively then the fact that our original equation can be solved uniquely is now equivalent to the fact that the map from Z^ -^ Z^ Q Z^ whose first coordinate is multiplication by i and whose second coordinate is multiplication by d is a bijection when d and i are relatively prime. This assertion is the Chinese Remainder Theorem from elementary number theory. D
Let S^ be a copy of the solenoid S+, and define exp' : S'^ -^ E' for s e S' by exp'(^) = exp(it/m) so that [exp\2mr)(s)}n = e^^l^s^ It follows that
Qm oexp' = exp o©^.
Let To C S^ be the set (Q^)-\So) = {s : (s^ = Co}. Let 6^ : To -> So be the restriction of 6^ to TQ. Let V be the partition of Tg which is the pullback of the partition P of 5o. Thus two points are in the same equivalence class of the partition V if their n-th 4^^ SERIE -TOME 32 -1999 -N° 4 POLYNOMIAL DIFFEOMORPHISMS OF (
Proof. -This is similar to Lemma 4.6. D
Proof of Theorem 4.3, part (2a). -We define a function ^ : S'^ -^ J^ satisfying (a) of part (2) of Theorem 4.3. Choose a class P of the partition P of So. Choose a class Q of the partition Q of To which maps bijectively to P under <l>o. And choose a class Q' of the partition Q! of TQ which maps to P under @rn-The maps ($o|0)~1 and @m\Q' are bijections. Define ^ on Q' by setting ^o = (^o)~1 ° (©mlQQ-We will extend this map to all of So in two stages. First we define it by setting ^(exp^Trzt)^) = exp(2mt)^(s) for all t G R. To show that this definition is consistent, we must show that if p, q G Q' are such that exp(27rm)j) = exp(27r%&)g, then exp(27rm)^(^) = exp(27rz&)^(^). This follows because <I> commutes with exp, Qm ° exp' = exp oQy^, and by the application of Lemmas 4.11-13.
Thus we have defined the map ^ on one point on each ray. Each ray is mapped bijectively to a ray under <I> and Orn' Thus there is a unique extension of ^ to entire rays so that (2a) holds. D
The map ^ defined so far does not necessarily conjugate the shift a to the action of / on J_jT. We will show ^ can be modified so that it does preserve the dynamics.
Define the norm of an element s G S to be \SQ\. Thus it suffices to find a t such that
s=t~la(t). (4.3) Now t~1 is exactly Q-i(t) and cr(t} is Qd(t)' So that (4.3) is equivalent to the equation s=Q^{t)'Qd{t)=Qd-i(t). (4.4)
Since d and d-1 are relatively prime, there is a solution to to equation (4.4) by Lemma 4.12.
Thus we have /' = ^-V^ = m^am^. So f = (^m^-1 )^^" 1 ). Now if we replace ^ by the product ^ • ^to~1' ^e n ^l s new "^ap conjugates the dynamics of / on J_jT to the dynamics of the shift map a on S+. D
Affine Structure and Landing Map: Dynamics on J
We want to study more closely the intersection J D W^'^x)', for this we need more information on the structure of the unstable lamination W. If / is hyperbolic, then for each p e J, there is a uniformization ^p : C -^ C 2 such that ^p(O) = p and ^p(C) = l^Q?). This uniformization is not unique: the derivative at the origin is not determined. Indeed if we choose a point y so that W(rc) = W(^/), we produce uniformizations which differ by an affine transformation. It is useful to introduce the notion of an affine structure as a way of dealing with this ambiguity.
A complex affine structure on a holomorphic curve L is given by an atlas consisting of holomorphic diffeomorphisms \j from open sets Uj of L to open sets of C such that the Uj cover L and the ^ °x7 1 are restrictions of affine diffeomorphisms z i-^ az + b of C. Two atlases give the same affine structure if their union satisfies the compatibility condition. The identity map gives C an affine structure which we call the canonical affine structure on C.
For three distinct points x, y, and z in C the ratio j^ is invariant under the group of affine motions of C. If x, y, and z are distinct nearby points of Uj C C, the ratiô^^ ^PG^ o^y on the points XjW. Xj(y) and XjW and not on the particular coordinate chart Xj' Note that this function on nearby triples in L actually determines the affine structure in L. One says that an affine structure is complete if it is isomorphic to C with its canonical affine structure. Note that the canonical affine structure on C is the unique complete affine structure on C.
The affine structure is defined on the whole unstable lamination W u and is /-invariant. The following, an adaptation of Proposition 3.1 of Ghys [G] , states that this affine structure varies continuously from leaf to leaf. Proof. -The proof follows the line of argument of Proposition 3.1 of [G] with the following modifications. We choose a compact neighborhood N of J inside J~ so that f(N) D N. As in [Gh, Lemma 3.2] we can identify affine structures on N H W u with certain sections of bundles of jets. It is necessary to modify slightly the definition of the action of / on the space of sections to deal with the fact that N is not invariant. If a is a section we can define a new section f(a) by f(a)(x) = Df' '(a(f~l(x) )). This map on sections is a contraction of a metric space. Thus it has a unique fixed point. This fixed section produces an affine structure on N which is continuous and backward invariant. The pushforward of this affine structure on f(N) agrees with the affine structure on N, and so we have a natural way to extend the affine structure to \J^ f^^N) = W^. Now the argument in [G] shows that each leaf of this affine structure is complete. D
The uniqueness of the complete affine structure on the complex line shows that the affine structure constructed in Theorem 5.1 agrees with the affine structure obtained by parametrizing unstable manifolds. Thus we can read the proposition as saying that the affine structure obtained by parametrizing unstable manifolds by copies of C is transversely continuous.
For For fixed a G R, the curves Rp(a) := a^^ia^ia + oo) are gradient lines of G~^\0^ and hence external rays. Thus 0^ == UaeR ^( a ) ls ^l e unlon °^ external rays. We identify R and the external rays contained in C^~, and this identification is unique modulo translation, since a? is uniquely defined modulo an additive constant ib. Thus it is natural to define the distance between two external rays R(a) and R(a') to be |a -a'|. As was noted in the remark after [BS6, Proposition 2.7] , the maps a? serve to define another affine structure, A\ on the Riemann surface lamination H^IL^. This affine structure is not to be confused with the affine structure of H^.
Let a and b be points in C. Let E be a path connecting them. Let c > 0, and define car (£\ c) = {z G C : \z -x\ < c\x -a\ for some x G E} cig(E^c) = {z G C : \z -x\ < cmm(\x -a|, \x -b\) for some x G E}.
The carrot car (£", c) has its small end at a. In the cigar cig (E 1 , c) the ends are treated symmetrically. Let D be a connected open set in C. We say that the domain D satisfies Proof. -First we deal with carrots centered about external rays. Choose e small enough so that for every p G J the set B(p,e) n J is contained in a subset of J with local product structure. Let N be the set of points in J~ within distance e of J. The set of pairs of points M = { (x,y) e N x N : d{x,y) < e/2 and x G W^{y)} is compact. For (x^y) G M, y ^ J, consider the function
where the ratio is computed with respect to the affine structure on W^^x) = W^^y}. The continuity of the affine structure implies that this function is continuous. Choose n sufficiently large so that if x G J~ and G^~(x) < l/d", then we have d{x,e(x)) < e/2. We restrict our attention to the compact set of pairs (x, y) G M such that x e K and l/d^1 < G~^{y) < l/d". The function A is defined and continuous on this compact set, so it assumes a minimum value c > 0 there. Since the affine structure is invariant under /, and the map e is equivariant with respect to /, the function A is also invariant under /. Since any point in yV U -K is equivalent under / k , for some k C Z, to a point in the set {q : l/d 7^1 < C?+(g) < 1/d 71 }, it follows that c is a lower bound for A on the set (x^y) e K x (W" -K).
Let R denote an external ray in some unstable manifold W^^p} with PQ as its endpoint. To finish the proof, we must show that, given any two points q^q' G 0^~, there is a cigar connecting them. Since fc-cigars are mapped to fc-cigars under /, we may replace q and q 1 by fq and /Y. Thus we may assume that C?+( (7), €?+(</) < 1. Let us choose a, a' e R such that the corresponding external rays satisfy q C R(a) and </ e R{a'). Let POLYNOMIAL DIFFEOMORPHISMS OF C 2 : VII. HYPERBOLICITY AND EXTERNAL RAYS 479 7 (resp. 7 7 ) denote the path inside R(a) (resp. Ji(a')) mnning from q (resp. q 1 ) up to the level set {G^ = 1}. Define the path a = (X^dl + m, 1 + %a']), which mns inside the set {G^ =1} and connects 7 to 7'. Let us consider the case |a -a'| < 1. By the definition of c' it follows that if w G a, then, in the affine structure of W^p), the disk centered about w with radius d min(|e(^) -w|, \e{q') -w\) is contained in 0^. Thus the curve 7 U a U 7' is the center of a min(c, c^-cigar contained in 0^ and connecting q to q'.
Finally, when |a -a'\ > 1, we observe that / -n acts on the affine structure A' aŝ i-^ d^C + c -Thus Rp(a) and Rp{a'} are taken to Rf-rzp(b) and Rf-rzp(b'\ where |& -(/| = d'^la -a'l. Thus for n large, the procedure above constructs a mm(c, c^-carrot connecting / -n g and / -n g / . D
In [NV] a topological disk in R 2 which satisfies the c-cig condition is called a cJohn disk. According to the previous theorem each component 0^ is a c-John disk. The following proposition summarizes some topological properties of John disks. Proof. -The local connectivity of a subset of R 2 is equivalent to the local connectivity of its boundary. A strong form of local connectivity for the complement of a John disk is proved in Theorem 4.5 (6) of [NV] . The assertion that 0^ is locally connected at oo is proved in Theorem 2.23 of [NV] . D
PROPOSITION 5.4. -For each component 0^ the landing map gives a proper continuous map from the space of rays in 0^ to the topological boundary of 0^.
Proof. -Following Theorem 5.1 we described a Riemann map a? : 0^ -> H. Let /3 be the inverse Riemann map: f3p ' . H -> 0^ C W^ U {oo}. We give W^ the leaf topology so that W^ U {00} is just the Riemann sphere. Since the boundary of 0^ is locally connected, Caratheodory's Theorem states that f3 extends to a continuous map /3* from ffU%RU {00} to the closure of 0^ in W^ U {oo}. The fact that 0^ is locally connected at oo implies that (/3*) -l (oo) = {oo}. So the restriction of /3* to the finite points gives a proper map from H U %R to the closure of 0^ in W^. The landing point of the ray R(a) is the point (3p(a) so we see that the landing map is continuous and proper. D We may cover J by finitely many such rectangles Rj. We now enlarge Rj to a set 7ŵ ith local product structure and such that U^j ls a neighborhood of J inside J~. Let R = £^(r) x D u (r) be a rectangle as above, and set A = W^(r). We may consider
An(J-n£/+)3^/^(g)
as a holomorphic motion. By [MSS] We note that this enlargement of the local product structure is not /-invariant. But from it we get useful topological information such as the following: Proof. -In the extended local product structure, the intersection W^{p) D J is locally homeomorphic to Fq H J~. If we choose q G W^{p) -K, then Tq C U^~. By Theorem 4.1 J~ n E/ 4 " is homeomorphic to the complex solenoid. Since Tq is transversal to J~, it follows that Tq n J~ is totally disconnected. D
Recall from Section 2.1 that there is a continuous and equivariant landing map e from the space £ of all external rays, to J.
Proof. -Each point p G J lies in some unstable manifold W^. With respect to the leaf topology on W^, the point p is in <9(AT+ H W) by Propostion 5.7. By Proposition 5.5 the point p is the landing point of at least one and at most N external rays in W^. D
We will make additional use of the enlargement of the local product structure. The manifolds C 8 , provide a family of transversals with respect to which the affine structure of H^ varies continuously. If p G J, and q € W^(p) H J, then the map W^(p) 3 r i-^ /^(r) D W^{q) is a local homeomorphism. By the continuity of the affine structure, this homeomorphism takes cigars to cigars and carrots to carrots, where we define carrots and cigars with respect to the affine structure of W", and the carrots and cigars must be small enough to lie inside the domain of definition of the local homeomorphism. This gives us a device for transporting carrots and cigars from one unstable manifold to another within a neighborhood of J (inside J~). By [MSS] the local homeomorphism is quasiconformal. Thus, locally, it preserves carrots and cigars with respect to the induced euclidean metric.
In the following Proposition, dist will denote the distance function on an unstable manifold W 11 induced by the Euclidean metric on C 2 .
PROPOSITION 5.11. -There exists M < oo with the property that ifp, q € W -K satisfy dist(p, q) < 1, dist(p, J) < 1, then one of the following holds:
(i) There exists a cigar 7 C W u -K connecting p and q, and diam(7) < M. Proof. -We may cover J by a finite number of triples of local product neighborhoods 7Z;. ^ D, x A;., 7ZJ ^ ^ x A^, and 7Z^ ^ D, x A^ with the properties that A^. is a relatively compact subset of A^, and A^ is relatively compact in A^". Let us fix j and drop the subscript j from our notation.
If p is a point of {r} x A 7 -AT then by Theorem 5.2 there is a carrot F with vertex at p connecting p to a point j/' e {r} x 9A". If 8r denotes the distance between A' and cW, then the carrot contains a disk of radius c6r, centered at j/'. Thus, possibly after shrinking c and A', it follows that if p, q lie in the same connected component of {r} x A', there is a c-cigar contained in {r} x A" -K which connects p to q. It is evident that by the uniformity of the c-carrot condition in Theorem 5.2, this holds for all r G Dj. Next we observe that there exists So > 0 such that if Ok and Om are components of A" 7 which intersect BA", and if Ok H Om H A" = 0, then dist (C^ D A", Om H A' 7 ) > So. By the local product structure on %, we may shrink So if necessary so that this holds for all unstable disks {r} x A'". Further, we may assume that dist(<9A^ <9A^) > So. Since there are only finitely many 7^, we may assume that So has this property for all Tij.
Let A/' = {z e C 2 : dist(^J) <_ 1}. Without loss of generality (applying / -A: if necessary), we may assume that J~ D J\f C U 7^' Now for n sufficiently large we have dist(/-7^, f^q) < So. Choose j such that /-n ? <E {r} x A^. C 7^, and thus f^q G {r} x AJ. By the definition of So, either there is a connected open set 0 C {r} x A'" containing both p and g, or there are connected open sets 01,02 C {r} x A"' with 90i n (902 H A / 0. In the first case, we may connect p and q by a cigar contained in 0, and in the second case, there is a point r G <90i H 302 H A", and a pair of cigars 7j^ C Ofc, k = 1, 2, such that 71 connects p to r, and 72 connects r to q.
Thus / -n^ and f^q are connected according to either (i) or (ii). If C and A are as in (2.1), then it is sufficient to take n = no to satisfy CX^ < So. The closures of Ti'" are compact, so it follows that the closures of f^Ti'^ are compact. Thus there exists M < oo such that the diameters of /^({r} x A'") are bounded by M for all r and j. Thus the diameters of f^^k are bounded by M for k = 1,2. D The other case is that there exists k such that / fc^, f k q G A/o and that SQ/MQ < dist ((.f^1?,/^1^ < So. As in the proof of Proposition 5.11, we have p connected to q, either by one or two cigars (corresponding to cases (i) or (ii)), with the constant M = DMo/So, where D is an upper bound on the diameters of the disks {r} x AJ', except that the distance involved is dist instead of d.
Since each disk {r} x A"' C ^/ / is contained in a leaf of W"', we may give it the induced affine structure. Thus each (unstable) lamina of each local product neighborhood TV.' has a complex affine structure. By Theorem 5.1, the affine structure of {r} x AJ' varies continuously with r. We assign a metric 8 on these disks as follows: we choose two points dj^bj G A^, and we set 6(aj,bj) = 1. This determines a unique distance function on A 7 ' which is compatible with the induced affine structure. Although we have no a priori bound on the ratio between the distance function on {r} x A"' and the Euclidean distance, i.e., dist/^, this ratio varies continuously throughout T^". Thus there is a constant /^ with the property that ^-1 < dist/8 < ^ holds on the unstable leaves of (J^-^-Now let p, q G W^ -K be given. It follows that for some k G Z, f k p and f k q are contained in {r} x A^ and are connected by one or two c-cigars 71, 72, inside {r} x A^'. Now if we switch from the distance dist to 8, we change scales by at most /^. Thus, with respect to 8, we have f 1^? and f k q connected by c'-cigars of diameter < DK, and Remark. -In general the diameter (and thus length) of the shortest path inside W' 11 -K connecting two points will be much larger than the Euclidean distance between the two points. Thus we cannot hope to connect two points by "short cigars," whose diameter (or length) is comparable to euclidean distance. Theorem 5.12, however, shows that points may always be connected by short bow ties. Proof. -Theorem 5.12 is the statement of this Theorem in the case n = 2. The case n > 3 is proved along similar lines, with the following modification. We must show that if Om. m = l,2,3,...,n are components of W u -K, then ^\90m / 0. For this we introduce triples of local product neighboroods as before, and we define the number 60 > 0 by the property: If W^, m = 1,2,3,... ,n, are connected components of {r} x A^' -K such that n^=i V^m n ({r} x AJ) = 0, then every n-tuple of points Pm ^ Wm H ({r} x A^.), m = 1,2,3,..., n, satisfies diam(^i,... ,pn) > So. The fact that SQ > 0 follows from the local product structure. Repeating the arguments of Proposition 5.11, we have {~}0m 3 {r} / 0. By applying / k for some k G Z, we may assume that pi,... ,pn € {rj} x A^., and that the diameter of {pi,... ,pn} is proportional to the diameter of {rj} x A^. Further, by the John property we may assume that r lies in the boundary of the component of {rj} x A'" -K containing pi for each 1 < i < n. Thus we may connect r to pi by a cigar ai inside ({rj} x A'" -K) U {r}. The uniformity of the constant M follows from the use of the continuity of the affine structure of W, as in Theorem 5.12.
It follows from the first part of this Theorem that if Oi,..., On are components of W -K, then r G Oi n ... n On. Now let us show that r is the unique point of intersection. By Proposition 5.8, we know that 90m, 1 < m < n, contains the point of infinity in its closure. Thus each Om connects r to oo inside the 2-sphere. It follows that if s is a point of the 2-sphere which lies in the boundaries of > 3 components Om, then s = r. Q
Quotients of the Solenoid
The set £ of external rays is topologically conjugate to So via a map ^ (Corollary 4.2). We let '0 : So -» J denote the composition of this map with the endpoint mapping. By Theorem 5.10, ^ is bounded-to-one. Here we take the point of view that ^ represents J as a finite quotient So/ ~, where the equivalence relation ~ is given by p ~ q iff ^(p) = ^{q). The topology of J is determined by this equivalence relation, and we give in this section some general properties that such equivalence relations must satisfy. The first (Proposition 6.1) is that no identifications can occur within stable manifolds. A general consequence of this is Proposition 6.2, which states that ~ respects a local product structure in which the quotient is taken in the unstable factor. Then we give some "planarity" conditions, which arise from the fact that the unstable identifications occur as the endpoints of disjoint rays lying in the same plane. We call these "non-linking," "orientation," and "isolation." PROPOSITION 6.1 (Injectivity on Stable Manifolds). -For any t G So, the restriction of
Proof. -Suppose that t',t" e W^t, So) satisfy ^(t') = ^{t"). We let ^t^t'^t" C J+ denote the external rays corresponding to t, t 1 and t", respectively. We set p = ^(t) and use the notation Gf(q,p) introduced before Proposition 2.2. By taking forward iterates, we may suppose that ^{t') = ^(t") is within e of p. If q G 7^ is close to p, then by the local triviality of the lamination 0 s = W 8 U ^+, there are points q 1 = ^' H Qf{q,p) and q" = ^// n Gf{q,p}. Since t' and t 11 are distinct points on the stable manifold, it follows that 7i/ and ^t" are disjoint, so q 1 / q". By definition, ^(f) = e(q f ) and ^{t") == e{q"} are the endpoints the external rays ^ and 7i//, respectively. Since q' and q" are on the same local leaf of ^+, we conclude by Proposition 2.10 that the endpoints must be distinct. Proof. -This Proposition follows from rather general properties of ^. Since ^ is a semi-conjugacy, it preserves the local product structure. Since the number of preimages of a point is bounded, it follows from continuity that for a sufficiently small rectangle R, the preimage ^~lRls contained in a finite number of 5-balls Bj, and each set Bj^^R must be a rectangle. The statement that the stable factor of the map ^ is an isomorphism follows from Proposition 6.1. R^ is totally disconnected by Corollary 5.9. Finally, by Proposition 5.6 each p e 9W^ H K^ has a neighborhood which is the image, under the landing map, of finitely many intervals of external rays. Since ^u is essentially the endpoint map of the external rays, each R^ may be taken to be an interval. D Every path component Ho of So is homeomorphic to R, and we will give HQ the orientation for which the projection TT : Ho -^ 9(C -A) preserves orientation. We use this particular orientation here because in our planarity conditions we exploit the fact that So is the boundary of S+. In Appendix B, we use the opposite orientation, which is induced by the imbedding t i-^ exp(it). [0, 1] ) is a simple closed curve in the plane W' 11 which we call 7. By the Jordan Curve Theorem, 7 divides the plane into two components, one bounded and one unbounded. Let c e (a, 6). We claim that ^(c) is in the bounded component. Now let pc(t) = c + ti for t > 0 parametrize the vertical line ending at c. In the upper halfplane this line has a unique intersection with the half-circle with endpoints at a and 6. This intersection is transverse. The images of the line and the half-circle have a unique intersection point in W u because ^ is injective on H -Ho and the images of the endpoints are distinct by hypothesis. Thus for T sufficiently large and e sufficiently small the points ^(pc(T)) and ^(pc(e)) are in different components of the complement of 7. Now G+(-0(pc(^))) = 3(c+t%) = kt so as t -^ oo, C?+(^(^))) -^ oo. Since G^ is a continuous function on W u we see that ^(pc(t)) eventually leaves any bounded set in W. So for t > to, ^{pc(t}} is in the unbounded component of the complement of 7. Since ^ Q pc crosses 7 at to we see that for t < to, ^(pc(t) ) is in the bounded component of the complement of 7. 7 in Propositions 6.3 and 6.4 Now consider a point d e Ho but not in [a, 6] . We see that the vertical line based at d does not cross 7. As before the image of this vertical line in W u contains points going to infinity so we conclude that ^ (d) For the proof of (ii), we let 7 be the curve constructed in the proof of Proposition 6.4. It follows that d lies in the bounded component 0 of the complement of 7. If He" denotes the path component of £4. corresponding to c", then ^{Hc") is a domain in W u {^{a') > ). Let H' and H" 
Examples of Curves
Pinch points and Primary Pinch Points
In this section we deal with the local topology of the sets K D W^^p). Let us say that the slices at points p and p' in J are locally homeomorphic if there is a homeomorphism of a neighborhood TV of p in W u (p) to a neighborhood of TV' of p' in W^fj/) which takes K H TV to K H TV'.
There is one local homeomorphism invariant which is closely related to the equivalence relation E. By construction the equivalence classes of the equivalence relation E are in oneto-one correspondence with the elements of J. If p G J corresponds to an equivalence class ai ~ 02 ~ • • • ~ a'k with k elements then we say that the valence of pis k and we denote it by v(p). By the remark preceding Corollary 5.4 the valence ofp is equal to the number of local components of W^'^p) -K at p. In particular, it is a local homeomorphism invariant of p. If points p and p' are on the same stable manifold it follows from the local product structure that p and p' are locally homeomorphic. In particular the points p and q in Theorem 7.1 are locally homeomorphic (as are all points on W 8 (g) D J).
If the set of pinch points is nonempty, it is dense in J. Theorem 7.1 tells us that under the equivalence relation of local homeomorphism these pinch points fall into a finite number of classes. Since the set of primary pinch points is finite, these points are periodic. We note two consequences of this fact. (b", a^) , as well as an infinite number of identifications between (-00, a') and (a'^oo) (A corresponding conclusion holds if there are no identifications between (-00, a') and (a^.oo)/ Let us fix an unstable manifold W, which we identify with C. Let D^ c D^ be open disks in C with the same center and radii ri < r-z. For a connected subset C of C -J, we let C denote the connected component of C -J which contains C. We define C{D^) as the set of connected components C of D^ -J such that C D 9C / 0 (It follows that C n 9C C QD^). Similarly, C{D^D^} is defined to be the set of connected components C of D^ -DI such that C D 9C intersects both 9D^ and QD^. For p e D^ we set
We say that p C D^ is primary with respect to D^ if #Cp(D^) > 3. Let P == P(PI, D^) denote the set of points of 2?i which are primary with respect to D^. We write
Since each component C e Cp intersects D^ -Di in at least one element of C (D^,D^), it is immediate that #Cr<#C(D^D^). The circular ordering on QD^ induces a circular ordering on the set C (D^,D^) . To see this, we note that we may assign to each C e C{D^,D^ an open arc ac whose boundary points lie in C H (9Di U 9D^). Since for distinct components, the corresponding arcs will have disjoint closures, the intersections of the arcs with 9D^ yield a well-defined ordering on_C (D^,D^) . Given C',C" G C(D^,D^) , there is a well-defined component of (7^2 --Di) -{crc' U (TC") corresponding to the interval {oc'^c"\ in the sense of increasing angle. Thus we may define the portion of the complement (D^ -~D\} -{C'^C") between C' and C" in the sense of increasing angle, as the portion of the complement which lies between o-c' and ac"' For each C C C(D^) there are two cases: the first is when C H K = 0, and the second is when C C int (K) . We refer to these two cases as components of the first and second kind. In §5 we showed that a component of the first kind satisfies a John condition and thus has a well-behaved boundary.
The remainder of this section will be devoted to proving Theorem 7.1. The main step (Lemma 7.7) will be to show that P is finite.
Proof. -Let {Ci,..., C^} C C{D^ D^} be a finite set of components of the first kind, i.e. Cj; D K = 0 for 1 ^ j < N. Since Cj is connected and meets both the inner and outer boundaries of the annulus, there is a point Zj e Cj with distance (ri + r^)/2 from the center. There is a c-carrot jj connecting zj to infinity inside W u -K. This carrot must exit Uj through an interval inside QCj D (<9jDi U9D^). Since this interval must have length at least c(r^ -^i)/2, and since these intervals have disjoint interiors, it follows that there can be no more than 471-(r-i + r^/{c{r^ -ri)) intervals of the first kind. Now let us suppose that {C7i,..., C^} C C{D^,D^) is a finite set of components of the second kind, i.e. Uj C mi(K) . Since each Cj is a component of int(K D VF^), 9Cj; n<9C7y+i is nowhere dense in QCj (and in 9C^+i). For e > 0, let A C D^-~D^ denote the annulus with inner radius j(r-i + y^) -e and outer radius j(ri + r^) + e. There exist points Zj G A D (W^ -K) such that zj is between Cj and C^+i in the sense of increasing angle with respect to the circular ordering. As before, there is a c-carrot 7^ connecting Zj to infinity inside W u -K. This c-carrot must exit the annulus in an open interval of ((9Pi U QD^} -K between Cj and C^+i. Thus the intervals are pairwise disjoint. Since 6 > 0 may be taken arbitrarily small, we have the same lower bound on the length of the intervals, and thus the same upper bound on the number of components of the second kind. Q This contradicts the fact that there must be a nonempty boundary between 0' and 0" in "(e), which implies that 0 7^ 9CT H ^'(c) C J H ^"(e). D COROLLARY 7.6. -Ifp G P, ^M ^r^ ar^ ^ ka^ two components of the first kind in Cp.
LEMMA 7.7. -#P < oo.
Proof. -For each p G P, we have #Cp > 3, so there are at least three components C^C^C^ e Cp with p e 9(7i n 9(72 n QCs. By Corollary 7.6, we may assume that (7i and (72 are of the first kind, that is (C7i U C^) D 7^ == 0. Here we will show that, conversely, given components Ci, C^Cs C Cp with Ci and C^ of the first kind, the intersection QC\ Ft <9C2 H 9(73 can contain at most one point. Thus it will follow that the cardinality #P is bounded by the number of triples of elements of Cp. Since by Lemma 7.4 we know that #Cp < oo, it will follow that #P < oo.
Let p and q be distinct points of QC\ D QC^. Since Ci and C^ are of the first kind, we have arcs 7i,p,7i,g C C\ and 72,p?72,g C (72 such that 7^p connects a point of Cj n Cy C 91^2 to p, for j = 1,2, and 7^ connects a point of Cj D (7^ C 9D^ to g, for j = 1, 2. Thus 7p := 7i,p U72,p and 7^ := 71,9 U72,g are disjoint arcs in D^, each of which disconnects D^ into two components. Let e^p, e^^ G 9£^2 denote the enpoints of 7^p and 7^g. Without loss of generality, we may assume that ei^g < e\^ < 62,? < ^2,9 in the sense of the circular ordering. Now suppose that Ca G Cp contains p in its closure. Note that (7s is disjoint from 7^ and 7^, and we must have (7i < C^ < C^ in the sense of the circular ordering. It follows that C^ is contained in the connected component of D^ -7p that does not contain 7^. Thus q ^ 9C^, so 9(7i H 9(72 H 9(73 consists of only one point. D
We will use the following variant of the Contraction Mapping Principle. Proof of Theorem 7.1. -Let us cover J by a finite number of pairs T^^TS" of local product neighborhoods as in §5. For each j and for ^1,^2 ^ D^ ({^1} x A') D J is homeomorphic via the local product structure to ({^2} x A') D J. For each z, we set D^ = {z} x A^ and D^ = {z} x A^. For each j and z we let Pj{z) ==. V(D^D^ denote the points in D^ which are primary with respect to D^. By Lemma 7.7 the sets Pj{z) are finite. The homeomorphism between ({^1} x A') D J and ({^2} x A') D J carries P{zi) to P^). Thus IJ^eD 5 ^(^) ls a ^m te union of local stable disks. Let S be the union of these sets as j varies. It is clear from the construction that / is a local contraction on S. We may assume that S is a closed set. Now q is a primary pinch point if and only if q is a primary point with respect to D for all disks D C W^) containing q, and it follows that if q is a primary pinch point then ^(q) e S for all n. Let S°° be the set of points with this property. The set S°° is invariant under / hence the restriction of / to S°° is a locally contracting homeomorphism. Lemma 7.8 then shows that S°°, the set of primary pinch points, is finite.
For the second assertion in Theorem 7.1, let p be a pinch point. We may choose a small disk D around p such that p is primary with respect to D. There is an no with the property that if n > no and ^(p) € 7^-, then ^{D) overflows the disk {z} x AJ containing f n {p). It follows that ^{p} € S for n > no. Write a^(p) for the o;-limit set of p. Since S is closed, uj(p) C S. Since cc;-limit sets are invariant under f~1, uj{p) C S°°. It follows that for n large /"(j?) is in the same stable disk as an element q of S°° thus peVPCr 71^) ). D
Appendix A: Critical Points
In [BS5] we defined certain critical points for a polynomial diffeomorphism /. On the set U^~ D U~, the critical points are defined as the heteroclinic tangencies, i.e. the tangencies between Q^ and Q~. Thus on [/ + D U~, the critical locus is given by C = {C C U^ n [7-: <9C;+(C) A <9G-(C) = 0}. The critical points of U + H J-(resp. ?7~ n J^~) are the heteroclinic tangencies of Q^ and W^ (resp. Q~ and W 8 ) and are denoted by C^ (resp. C 5 ). If we let r~ denote a holomorphic vector field defining the kernel of 9G~, then r~ is tangent to Q~, and so C is the set where r~ is tangent to ^+, and C 5 is the set where r~ is tangent to W 8 .
It is natural to define unstable critical measures ^ on C 8^. Let U be an open set where the lamination W 8 is trivial so that W H U consists of {Fg : e G £"} for some compact E. We let ^ denote any transversal measure on UnW 8 . For a stratum I\ we let [Crit^C?", Fe)] denote the current of integration over the critical points of the restriction of G~ to Fg, which is the sum of point masses at the critical points (with multiplicity) of G~\Te' The restriction of the critical measure to U is given bŷ L.U= f ^(6)[Crit (G-,r,) ].
Je^E JeCE
For e > 0, we have currentŝ ± := ^dcri^i^G^e), Z7T which approximate ^± in the sense that Imig^o ^± = ^± as currents on C 2 . These currents give critical slice measures on U^~ D U~:
As a consequence of the local triviality of the lamination 0 s = Q^ U W 5 , we have the following:
4® SERIE -TOME 32 - Remark. -By Proposition 2.7, this holds whenever / is hyperbolic and unstably connected.
Proof. -Let us fix a point po G J^ H I/" and let T be a complex 1-dimensional manifold which intersects W transversally at po. Shrinking T, if necessary, we have a neighborhood U of po on which C 8 is trivial: 
Now we note that
[CJA/^-d^max^lcẐ 7T since dd 6 is intrinsic to the complex structure of C. We may also write [C] A ^ = p^\c as the (transversal) measure induced by ^ on C.
Let ^ denote the holonomy map taking U D C to T by sliding inside the strata Ye of the product lamination. It follows that ^ preserves dd^G^ on the sets {G^ = c}. That is, ^ preserves the transversal measures in the sense that if C has multiplicity m in a neighborhood V of qo G ^7 n C D {G+ = e}, then X^t\cnv) = m^\Tnx(VY It follows that the restriction of /^ to the open set U is given by [C}/\^^U= f ^\T(e) [Cnt(G-^) ].
JeEE
Finally, we observe that as e -^ 0, the transversal measure ^^|r converges to the transversal measure /^Ir; and by Proposition 2.7, [Crit (G-,re) ] varies continuously as e e E approaches J~^~. Thus the integral expression for the restriction to U of [C] A ĉ onverges to /^, restricted to U. Proof. -Let us suppose that C" is a lamination in a neighborhood of a point po ^ (J+)nC. Then by the proof of the Proposition above, it follows that ^ = (J^) DC in a neighborhood ofpo, and thus the set is nonempty. This contradicts the fact that C^ = 0 when / is unstably connected. Q 496 E. BEDFORD AND J. SMILLIE K ~ K, together with the inequalities C > H > K and C < H < K correspond to a local version of the orientation principle. The fact that the codings of these rays all end on the right in (01)°° indicates that the landing points belong to W 8 (p~). Thus the shape of IV^j^) H K in a neighborhood of these landing points gives a picture of W^p") D K in a neighborhood of p~. By Theorem 7.1, p~ is a primary pinch point.
Each component U of the interior of K H W u [p) inside W^^p) corresponds to the intersection of W^^p) with one of the two basins of attraction. These components "alternate" in the sense that if V\ and U^ are components of the interior of K D W^^p}, and if 9U^ H 9U'z / 0, then E/i and U^ belong to different basins. Further, / acts on the components of the interior W^^p^) D K which intersect the real axis by moving each of them three components to the left. This is consistent with the observation that the shift O-K of K satisfies aK > A.
A detailed discussion of diffeomorphisms of C 2 which are perturbations of onedimensional mappings is given in [H02] ; the mapping illustrated here is not equivalent to a mapping of that form (see Oliva [0] ).
